
Welcome to the October 2016 issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• Cover Story: Golf Range Design – Renowned architects believe
practice ranges are pivotal to the design process

• Tour Talk: Reflecting on the Ryder Cup – Tour professionals describe
how they prepared for one of golf ’s great events

• Facility Profile: The Art of Golf – Construction of the range viewed
as catalyst for community change

• Top 25Teaching & Training Aid: Momentus Power Hitter Driver –
Our series on golf ’s finest training aids continues with a tool that
improves strength, speed and distance off the tee

• Video File: Behind-the-scenes look at what makes Meadow Links
such an exceptional place to practice

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards,

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts

mailto:rsummers@golfrange.org
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Top Architects Talk Golf Range Design

T
his month’s issue features insights from four premier golf course architects:

Bill Coore, Lester George, Gil Hanse and Rees Jones. Their fingerprints can

be found everywhere from Pinehurst to Torrey Pines, and from the Olympic

Golf Course to Colonial Williamsburg. This quartet acknowledges the growing

importance of design elements that enhance the practice experience, although they

have many different opinions. In the October cover story, we provide them each with

a platform to discuss strategies, opinions and concepts on golf range design and

architecture.

Hazeltine National Golf Club, site of the 41st Ryder Cup, was actually designed by

Rees Jones’ father, Robert Trent Jones Sr. The historic track served as a backdrop for

one of the most exciting Ryder Cup matches in recent history. It began with that fan

who made the putt of his lifetime during Thursday’s practice sessions, and ended with

the American side reclaiming the Cup after what seemed like years of European

dominance. Those who love golf will never forget the incredible back-and-forth match

between Rory McIlroy and Patrick Reed, or the unreal display shown by Sergio Garcia

and Phil Mickelson. 

But before they step into the Ryder Cup arena, players must prepare themselves for

a week that’s different than any other on the PGA or European Tours. The fans are

fired up, emotions are high and expectations are great. How do players get ready for

the Ryder Cup? That’s the question we asked in this month’s installment of Tour Talk.

Furthermore, we highlight two very unique facilities in the October issue. One that

bounced back from the brink, and another that’s influencing and enhancing the

Philadelphia community through art.

As always, we want to hear from you! Your feedback helps make the GRAA and

Golf Range Magazine better. So please let us know if you decide to implement an idea

or strategy you’ve read in either our best practice emails or in Golf Range Magazine.

Thanks much,

Rick Summers
CEO, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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On September 25, 2016, the golf world said
goodbye to a legend. Arnold Palmer endeared
the game to millions, all the while maintaining a
sense of graciousness and dignity that can never
be repeated. His fearless approach on the course
and approachable nature off it earned the most
appropriate moniker ever bestowed upon a golfer:
The King. 

Mr. Palmer once said, “It’s funny. The more I
practice, the luckier I get.” At the Golf Range
Association of America, where “Practice” of one of
our cornerstones, we’d like to express how lucky
we feel to be a part of the same game as The King.
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The 2016 United States Ryder Cup Team was undoubtedly

inspired by the legacy of Mr. Palmer, in the same way that

the Europeans were inspired by the passing of the great Seve

Ballesteros when they retained the cup in 2012 at Medinah.

Another source of energy for the U.S. side this year was the

crowd, which was fired up from start to finish. On the

Thursday prior to the start of the competition, an American

fan was challenged by the European team to make a putt on

the practice green – a putt that they’d been struggling with.

To up the ante, Justin Rose slapped a crisp $100 bill next to

the ball just before the lucky fan stroked the putt. Of

course…bottom of the cup. If you haven’t seen the video,

click here to view.

In other university golf news, continuing the strong partnership between University of Cincinnati women’s

golf and Losantiville Country Club, a short-game practice area for the Bearcats was dedicated at the facility.

“A short-game practice area was something that has been missing among our facilities for some time now,” said

head coachJanet Carl. “This new area will have a great impact on the improvement of our players. We are

extremely grateful for the partnership that we have with Losantiville and for them to include us as they continue

to improve their course and facilities.” 

A statue of Arnold Palmer sits at the golf

practice facility of his alma mater, Wake

Forest University in Winston-Salem, North

Carolina. The Arnold Palmer Golf Center

serves as home base for the university’s men’s

and women’s golf teams. Following his death,

fans and students placed flowers, golf balls

and glasses of Arnold Palmers (iced tea and

lemonade) at the base of the statue. 

Click here for the full story.

GOLF RANGE NEWS
Keeping you up to speed on interesting stories and
trends from the golf practice-and-learning sector

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG












M
eadow Links & Golf Academy is recognized as one of the best public-

access practice facilities in southwest Ohio. If you need evidence: Each

of the last three years they’ve been selected as a GRAA Top 50 Public 

Facility. As one of seven golf locations operated by the Hamilton County Park District,

they have eight PGA Professionals on staff and are widely recognized for their vast 

instructional programs, as well. Matt Starr is one of those PGA Professionals. Check out

this video as Starr gives us a behind-the-scenes look at what makes Meadow Links such

an exceptional place to practice. ■

VIDEO FILE

Meadow Links 
& Golf Academy
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DESGOLF
RANGE
Renowned architects believe practice ranges are pivotal t

Kinloch Golf Club, designed by Lester George.

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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I
t’s a funny thing,” Arnold Palmer once said.
“The more I practice, the luckier I get.”
Many golfers take practice more seriously now

than in years past, and the same can be said for
those who design golf courses. These days, in the
United States and around the world, a first-rate
practice range, putting area and short-game center
are deemed to be of great appeal to players – and
distinguishing features of a golf facility. 

While practice-facility design may not be fore-
most as architects plan new layouts or renovations,
it seems to be occupying an increasingly conse-
quential place in the strategic process. This is 
welcome news for golfers seeking to hone their
games through prudent practice. 

A few prominent golf course designers recently
shared withGolf Range Magazinetheir insights on
some aspects of practice-facility design. 

“

SIGN
al to the design process | BY SALLY J. SPORTSMAN

LESTER GEORGE

GIL HANSE

REES JONES

BILL COORE

Photo provided courtesy of Creative Dog Media.

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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LESTER GEORGE, ASGCA
George Golf Design, Inc. 

What elements go into making great target

greens?

They must be visual and give feedback, in addition to things

like the definition of turf, color and size. You want to see the

ball hit or miss. Targets need to be realistic, not a barrel or

pole in the ground. They need to have a presentation of a

slope from back to front, and be distinguishable by grade. 

Should the teeing area have the same grass as the

golf course?

Yes, in most cases. Some courses will use a tougher variety –

for example, zoysia on the tee, Bermuda on the course – to

achieve more durability for divots. But there should be a gen-

eral consistency. 

How many target greens are ideal?

Four to seven are what you want to see. They can’t be set up

like a row of soldiers. They should be staggered. 

Must bunkers be similar to the on-course

bunkers?

It always helps if the bunkers are built and maintained like

those on the golf course, with reasonable sand and some va-

riety. Golfers want to practice as if they are getting ready to

go out and play. 

What is the ideal orientation of a range?

Ball flight is always an issue. North or south orientation is

best in this hemisphere, so you don’t get morning and after-

noon sun. Past 200 yards, I like to have 200-250 feet between

the right edge of the range and anything: people, parking,

the clubhouse, etc. 

What’s your view of mats? Indoor-outdoor bays?

Mats are necessary, certainly in the northern clime. Once

the turf is wet, hitting off wet grass damages it. Even in

Florida, you still want a tee line that is available to hit balls

off during a big outing or inclement weather. Teaching build-

ings, with covered and heated hitting areas, are a good idea.

People want to hit balls and learn golf, and pros want to

teach. 

What are some maintenance considerations on a

practice facility?

If it’s grass, it should maintained like any other area on the

golf course. On the range, I try for 12 feet between each tee,

but it’s up to the operator. 

Golf is becoming more inclusive. Do you design

practice facilities to be accessible to disabled

golfers?

Yes. Some courses are retrofitting their practice areas for ac-

cessibility. You want to look at turf slopes. There should be

access points – flat spots – to greens and bunkers, and ramps

going into the building. 

Making renovations or enhancing the design of a

practice facility can be a big investment for a club.

What are some of your ideas for how they can

monetize range renovations and/or design?  

Practice is becoming a revenue generator for many clubs.

Well designed and constructed practice facilities are in de-

mand and can be easily justified in a number of ways. Some

of the things we are seeing are:

1. Membership sales and conversion to upgrades in member

status. Exceptional practice facilities are driving the decision

to join clubs, and, all else being equal, the practice facility is

the differentiator in the decision. If there is an alternative to

18 hole, four-hour rounds of golf, such as an extensive short

game area for interactive practice or 3-, 6-or 9-hole options,

members will choose that over clubs without that choice.

Kinloch Golf Club, Manakin-Sabot,

Virginia, designed by Lester George.

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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2. Teaching programs, clubfitting and youth pro-

grams. This is where the clubs are generating the

cash. Programming the practice facility properly

and providing the widest range of amenities and

services is the most immediate way to gain revenue

and add value for member/golfers. The PGA Pro-

fessionals who are thinking outside of the tradi-

tional methods and practices, and are offering real

programming changes for women, youth, seniors

and advanced players are making the highest rev-

enue benefits. Clubfitting, video technology, phys-

ical therapy fitness are areas that members will

spend additional money on.

3. Flexibility of range, short game and other facili-

ties. The design and construction of facilities for

multi-purpose uses, that may not even involve golf,

such as special events, alternative outdoor recre-

ation and large recreational gatherings have also

been used to generate revenue.  

What's your favorite practice facility that

you've designed, and why?  

Kinloch Golf Club is still my favorite because it

does all of the above. It has so much built-in flexi-

bility and has been designed and constructed to

accommodate every scenario. In a recent “Master

Plan” revision, we have planned for the inclusion

of a 9-hole “reversible” and “interactive” short

course (on five acres) that will generate even more

revenue if built. 

GIL HANSE, ASGCA
Hanse Golf Course Design 

What elements go into making great target greens?

We’re big fans of putting mowed fairway in the center of the range, so

players can hit longer clubs. If we can stagger the target greens, then

bunkering on those greens can look a lot like fairway bunkering. Ranges

that have bunkers are much better than those that don’t.

Must bunkers be similar to the on-course bunkers?

It is important, stylistically and practically, to replicate the same bunker

conditions. Golfers appreciate this.

Should the teeing area have the same grass as the golf

course?

This is ideal but not required. We generally push in that direction, but if

there are budgetary concerns or the grass is not a proficient grower, it is

within reason to use another type. 

How many target greens are ideal?

Four or five. More than that, they start to get cluttered and they must be

offset or staggered. It’s difficult to stagger too many while maintaining

proper visibility from the tee. (Cont. on p. 38)

The Gil Hanse-renovated practice facility at Winged

Foot Golf Club in Mamaroneck, New York.

“It is important, stylistically and practically,

to replicate the same bunker conditions.

Golfers appreciate this.” — Gil Hanse

“Practice is becoming a

revenue generator for many

clubs. Well designed and

constructed practice facilities are

in demand and can be easily

justified in a number of ways.”

— Lester George

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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What is the ideal orientation of a range?

North-south is desirable, but not always possible.

Wind direction plays a large role; you don’t want

to hit crosswind. Also, we don’t design ranges facing

east. A lot of practice occurs in the morning and

you don’t want golfers staring into the sun. I seri-

ously dislike ranges where you have to take a cart

to get to them. I believe in walking. It should be an

easy walk to the range, but we would never sacrifice

the quality of a golf course to create proximity of a

practice facility. 

What’s your view of mats? Indoor-outdoor

bays?

Positive. In particular, in northern climes during

the time of year when the turf can’t recover and div-

ots will not heal, mats are a great alternative. We

tend to place them on the back of the range tee, for

maximum length. 

What are some maintenance

considerations on a practice facility?

The shoulder slopes of target greens and the target

greens themselves need to be maintained with 

riding mowers to cut down on hand mowing. 

Golf is becoming more inclusive. Do you

design practice facilities to be accessible

to disabled golfers?

Yes, we take that into account. To create access, we

ensure the slopes are fairly subtle in the teeing

ground and the short-game area. Also, we set the

mats on concrete that’s extended out a little, 

allowing room for motorized vehicles. 

Making renovations or enhancing the

design of a practice facility can be a big

investment for a club. What are some of

your ideas for how they can monetize

range renovations and/or design?  

While it can be difficult to track the monetization

of a new practice facility at the club level, the real

value is providing the membership with a better

practice experience, which will ultimately lead to

improved enjoyment and further usage of the facility

as a whole.

What’s your favorite practice facility that

you've designed, and why?  

We are very excited about the practice facility that

we designed for the Olympic Course in Rio be-

cause it has so many varied uses and the flexibility

to change into any number of uses. We believe

that having this type of flexibility – with the ability

to create additional short holes by combining the

four holes on the Academy course with four holes

played to the target greens on the floor of the range,

and then finishing on the green of the short game

area – promotes fun, learning and interest all

within this facility. We have recently incorporated

this concept into the range at The Los Angeles

Country Club and the members love the variety.

ÒWe are very excited about the practice facility that we

designed for the Olympic Course in Rio because it has so many

varied uses and the flexibility to change into any number of uses.”

— Gil Hanse

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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REES JONES, ASGCA
Rees Jones, Inc. 

What elements go into making great target

greens?

You have to make sure your target greens are at grade,

not up in the air, so they orient properly. The player

wants to see the ball land. If you have an elevated

green, you can’t see it land. Some

designers put bunkers on the

range; it’s a big debate. It’s not a

bad idea, but coquina should be

used, not sand. I don’t think

bunkers are essential. They’re

hard to maintain. 

Should the teeing area have the same grass

as the golf course?

Generally yes, and it is also important for the height

of the cut to be similar. This is sometimes hard to do.

How many target greens are ideal?

We put nine target greens on every range we can. For

every spot on the range, you can determine the best

distance. Golfers can use technology to determine dis-

tance. If an average golfer can zero in on length, it im-

proves scores. We like to close the range at times to

convert it to a short course for juniors temporarily. 

Must bunkers be similar to the on-course

bunkers?

A lot of people do that. But I think in a practice bunker

the sand should be pitched uphill, so a golfer gains

confidence. The real problem with practice bunkers

is that they are raked so much. The sand should be

compact, irregular and sharp – not round sand, which

is what occurs after so much raking. 

What is the ideal orientation of a range?

I don’t think the sun is as essential as the wind. It’s

good to practice into the wind; you can watch the flight

of the ball. The percentage of greens hit in regulation

was better in the old days, because golfers concen-

trated more to keep their caddies from shagging so

many balls. Stakes are helpful. 

What’s your view of mats? Indoor-outdoor

bays?

Mats are necessary. They now have improved quality

and feel, so hitting balls feels more like real shots. We

are adding indoor bays at a lot of our clubs now. The

concept has become quite effective for teaching. This

is especially true up north for winter practice and in-

struction. 

What are some maintenance considerations

on a practice facility?

Different mowing heights, contours and grasses re-

quire special attention. 

Golf is becoming more inclusive. Do you

design practice facilities to be accessible to

disabled golfers?

Our designs incorporate accessibility. Access to

bunkers is the most prevalent element of accessibility. 

Making renovations or enhancing the

design of a practice facility can be a big

investment for a club. What are some of your

ideas for how they can monetize range

renovations and/or design?  

Many of the more recent range renovations include

enhanced short-game areas, which can allow instruc-

tors to give unique lessons or clinics dedicated to spe-

cific short-game shots.

What’s your favorite practice facility that

you've designed, and why?  

I don’t have a favorite, but Oconee Club at Reynolds

Plantation in Greensboro, Georgia; the Santaluz Club

in San Diego; and Olde Florida Club in Naples, Florida

are all very comprehensive and should be models for

future projects.

The Rees Jones-renovated practice facility

at Bellerive Country Club in St. Louis.

“Some designers put 

bunkers on the range; it’s a big

debate. It’s not a bad idea, but

coquina should be used.”

— Rees Jones

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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BILL COORE, ASGCA
Coore & Crenshaw 

What elements go into making great target

greens?

It depends on the project and the budget. On some

projects the expectation is for the greens and bunkers

to be beautifully sculpted and look like what you find

on the course. Others are simply raised contours. It’s

all about what the clientele expects. 

Should the teeing area have the same grass

as the golf course?

Ideally, that’s what you want to practice off of. How-

ever, for ranges that receive a lot of use, you want grass

that recovers faster than on the fairway. 

How many target greens are ideal?

There’s no set number, but fewer is better. It depends

on the width and depth of the range. You want a variety.

Ideally they would mimic in some way the shots you

have on the golf course. Each target green, depending

on its placement, should reward distance, accuracy

and direction. You don’t want the target greens lined

up in a row; different angles are preferable. University

teams like to have a huge number of precise distances

to focus on and more target greens to aim for.  

Must bunkers be similar to the on-course

bunkers?

It boils down to the client’s goals. Bunkers should 

resemble those on the real course if possible, so you

can practice different shots: shallow, deep, long. In a

university situation, the players want different sand

in different bunkers, so they can practice what they

encounter at various competition sites. 

What is the ideal orientation of a range?

In a perfect world, north-south orientation is best,

or at least not completely east-west. This is often un-

attainable. Hitting into the wind is ideal. Orientation

depends on the land you have to work with and the

individual project. We like the practice facility to be

close enough to walk to, but not right along a hole. 

What’s your view of mats? Indoor-outdoor

bays?

It depends on what part of the country you are in. In

most places you can have grass, but you have to over-

seed if you are down south – or use a row of artificial

turf. At highly-used public facilities, odds are you will

need mats. As for indoor-outdoor bays, the owners

tell us what they want. 

What are some maintenance considerations

on a practice facility?

Spacing between tees needs to be generous in terms

of width and depth, depending on the turf. For qual-

ity turf, which is most appealing, you need huge

amounts of space. For artificial turf, spacing is com-

pletely different.

Golf is becoming more inclusive. Do you

design practice facilities to be accessible to

disabled golfers?

We make sure the ground is level enough for people

to get to the tees. We try not to make severe contours

leading to the practice areas. Ease of access is key for

disabled golfers – and for older golfers, too.  ■

We-Ko-Pa Resort, Scottsdale, Arizona,

designed by Bill Coore and Ben Crenshaw.

“Each target green, depending on its

placement, should reward

distance, accuracy and direction.” 

— Bill Coore
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CALL 1-877-POWERT1  

(1-877-769-3781)   

or visit www.powertee.com  

Info@powertee.com 

UPGRADE YOUR RANGE TODAY 

WITH NO RISK OR UPFRONT COSTS

ELEVATE YOUR RANGE TODAY AND INCREASE 

BALL SALES TOMORROW

The Power Tee® Automated Teeing System is the AUTOMATIC choice for all 

driving ranges or practice facilities. Whether your driving range is associated 

with a private or public golf  club or a stand alone driving  range, Power Tee

is your AUTOMATIC solution.

Automatic Feedback 

Golfers immediately receive feedback 

between balls as they are not interrupted by  re-teeing.

Automatic  Instruction
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grip, stance, or alignment. 

Students swing away and get better³FASTER.

Automatic Enjoyment

Beginning Golfers enjoy Power Tee because it 

simplifies practice. There is no re-gripping or bending down 

which interrupts the rhythm and tempo of the swing.

Automatic Profits

Power Tee is proven to attract new and non-golfers to the driving ranges. 

Golfers who use Power Tee stay longer, hit more balls, take more lessons, 

buy more equipment and come back more often.

Automatic Upgrade

Power Tee enhances the look of any driving range without any capital 

expense³just a monthly rental.

http://www.powertee.com
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T
he recent PGA Magazine Clubfitting Conference at Pumpkin

Ridge Golf Club outside of Portland, brought together some

of the top fitters in the Pacific Northwest to share ideas and

B2B best practices. Prior to arriving onsite, attendees were asked to com-

plete an anonymous survey to help identify clubfitting averages and

trends in the region. Below is a summation of the data collected:

Growing your clubfitting business and 
knowledge, while also growing the game

CLUBFITTING
CONFERENCE

By Tony L. Starks

—PGA Magazine—

• Average number of fittings per year: 77

• Average number of fittings per year at facility: 122

• Average number of people at facility that conduct fittings: 2.6

• Average number of fitting carts per facility: 2.4

• Average annual merchandise revenue: $312,000

- Average percentage of that revenue attributed to hard goods: 48%

• Average Percentage of club sales that are custom fit: 73%

- Percentage of custom equipment sold that are WOODS: 38%

- Percentage of custom equipment sold that are HYBRIDS: 12%

- Percentage of custom equipment sold that are IRONS: 54%

- Percentage of custom equipment sold that are WEDGES: 13%

- Percentage of custom equipment sold that are PUTTERS: 9%

• Most effective marketing tactic in the past two years:

- Word of mouth: 53%

- Email and web-based marketing: 29%

- Fitting cart/professional positioned on range: 24%

- Free fittings/clinics/launch monitor sessions: 18%

- Incorporate fittings into all instructional programs: 11%
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C L U B F I T T E R S  C O R N E R

Presentations were delivered by expert
clubfitters throughout the two-day
conference, allowing attendees to gain
valuable information on clubfitting
strategies and solutions. Special guests
included PGA Teaching Professional
Dave Stockly from Haggin Oaks Golf
Complex in Sacramento, California,
and renowned short game specialist
Kevin Weeks from Cog Hill Golf &
Country Club in Chicago. During a live
driver and fairway wood fitting, Stockly
(pictured, left) demonstrated the aspects
of a dynamic fitting – where he utilized
detailed launch monitor information
(spin rates, launch angle and carry
distance) along with feedback from the
fitting subject – to determine the best
performing equipment.

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG


“For me, fitting for drivers and woods begins

with what feels and looks best to the golfer. From

there, we go to the numbers to determine the best

combination of shaft and loft to help them optimize

performance,” said Stockly, a two-time Ping Club-

fitter of the Year. “We have to remember that our

job is to meet the customers’ expectations while

also inserting our expertise.”

Weeks, who has worked with countless PGA

Tour professionals and done extensive research

on the best putting strokes in the world, conducted

a live putter and wedge fitting to display his expert-

ise to attending professionals.

“The best putter I’ve ever analyzed – and I call

them best because this golfer has earned more

money on the PGA Tour of anyone I’ve worked

with – putted with the club four-degrees open at

address and stroked the ball with five degrees of

loft at impact,” said Weeks, who wasn’t at liberty

to reveal the identity of the golfer he described.

“Because every putting stroke is different, there is

no magic formula for putter fitting. What you want

to help the golfer achieve is a stroke that creates

consistent impact conditions, so the ball rolls off

the face the same way every time.”

To demonstrate that concept, Weeks used the

iPing Putter App – an application that’s free to

download on Apple mobile devices and is used to

measure the consistency of any putting stroke. 

Attaching the mobile device to the putter using a 

special cradle, Weeks was able to show the audi-

ence and the fitting subject exactly where incon-

sistencies occurred within the stroke (whether it

was with impact angle, tempo or lie angle). From

there, he made assessments of which putter type

would help golfer be more consistent. After decid-

ing on a new putter, he reattached iPing to show

how consistency improved.

During the wedge fitting, Weeks displayed his

tactic for finding proper distance gaps at the lower

end of the bag. After the fitting subject hit several

pitching wedges, he then used a Sharpie to write

the average distance on the bottom of the club. He

then moved onto gap wedge, sand wedge and lob

wedge – repeating the process with the Sharpie.

“I do that because amateur golfers rarely know

how far they hit each wedge,” he said. “Writing the

actual distances on the bottom of the club gives

golfers a visual to help them know how far their

wedges travel and the gaps between them. It’s a

helpful method not only for fitting, but for helping

golfers improve their game from 125 yards and in.”

Another helpful conversation that took place

during the Conference was the role of clubfitting

in player development. Monte Koch, the PGA of

America’s player development regional manager

from the Pacific Northwest, was on hand to facili-

tate the conversation. Here are a couple best prac-

tices that were discussed on clubfitting’s role in

player development:

Jason Aichele, PGA director of instruction,

Meadow Springs Country Club, Richland,

Washington: For juniors from 8th-12th grade

that want to play in college, I have a coaching pro-

gram. I help them with their college resumes, track

their stats and help to develop those kids into the

players they want to become. It’s $3,000 annually

for the coaching program and I had 20 kids in that

program a year ago. When it comes to fitting these

kids, I do regular club evaluations and won’t up

charge for custom-fitting sessions. It’s all included

within the coaching package.

Monte Koch, PGA Player Development

Regional Manager: I’d like to introduce a con-

cept called the “10 yard challenge.” How many 

fitters can take an 18-handicap, fit them for a driver

and get them 10 more yards? Virtually everyone

who fits. Some facilities are creating a team aspect

by issuing the challenge to all of their members or

customers – forming teams of four to six to see

who can collectively gain the most yards. The catch

is to be a part of it the golfers have to come to them

for a driver fitting. With the team element, it creates

a sense of responsibility and engagement. When

you’re on a team you don’t want to let them down.

So it’s encouragement to buy that driver because

they’re apart of something.  ■
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During a wedge fitting,

writing the actual

distances on the bottom

of each wedge with a

Sharpie provides golfers

a visual, so they know

how far each wedge

travels and the gaps

between them.
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TOUR TALK

E
very two years, the Ryder Cup brings together 24 of the world’s best players

for a special week that will be etched in the event’s storied history. The pres-

sure throughout the week mounts, the intensity climbs and each shot becomes

more important than the previous.

And there’s no doubt that each of the 12 players representing the United States

and Europe know how crucial playing well will be throughout a Ryder Cup. Winning

a point, or even halving a match compared to losing can sway the momentum in their

team’s favor.

That’s why players take preparation for the Ryder Cup so seriously, and treat it 

differently than a normal PGA Tour event. They not only have to be at optimal levels

when it comes to mental and physical performance, but have to sustain that perform-

ance from the nerve-racking first tee on Friday morning all the way through the 

intensity of Sunday singles.

“Every day is basically like going into the final round of a tournament,” said Rickie

Fowler, who was one of Davis Love III’s Captain’s Picks. “You know what you’ve got

to do. You’ve got to beat the other two guys, or in singles, the other guy you’re playing

against. At the end of the day, it’s very simple – take care of business.”

Fowler, who going into the 2016 Ryder Cup at Hazeltine National Golf Club in

Chaska, Minnesota, played in the 2010 and 2014 matches, knows very well that 

“staying fresh” mentally is key to success.

“Being on that first tee, it’s definitely the most nervous pretty much everyone gets

all year, easily,” added Fowler. “It can be mentally draining. It’s like being in contention

every round you play. So five straight of those, and it’s going to tear you down, which

I’m sure some guys are going to be going all five matches. 

“I don’t think there’s any trick to it. You’ve just got to go beat those other guys.”

Tour professionals describe how they prepared for one of golf’s
great events

Reflecting
Ryder

Cup 
BY RYAN ADAMS, PGA
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At the end of the
day, it’s very simple

– take care of business.”

— Rickie Fowler“
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TOUR TALK

Europe’s Rory McIlroy agreed with Fowler in being men-

tally sharp for all three days of matches. 

“You just have to clear your mind and focus on what

you’re here to do,” stated McIlroy, who has played in the last

three Ryder Cups and become a cornerstone of the European

team. “Once you get over that hurdle, that hump of the first

tee and everything that goes on with that, you’re just trying

to do what you do every day of your life – play good golf.”

Aside from mental fatigue, players must also get used to

the unique format of the Ryder Cup. Foursomes/alternate

shot and four-ball/best ball formats can be difficult to prepare

for. 

Fowler believes that playing more with guys on the team,

establishing some continuity and knowing strengths and

weaknesses can make all the difference when the first tee

firestorm comes calling on Friday morning.

“We do play a lot of practice rounds with buddies

throughout the year, and a lot of these guys on the team, I’ve

played a lot of golf with,” said Fowler. “So you understand

their games, but the biggest thing is just understanding that

everyone’s going to hit a bad shot. You can’t be perfect. It’s

just going out there and fighting as one.”

With six rookies on this year’s European team, both McIl-

roy and Spaniard Sergio Garcia, known for his Ryder Cup 

performances throughout the years, believe preparing their

fellow young teammates for the intensity of the event was

crucial as well.

“There’s nothing like walking onto that first tee for the

first time and feeling that rush and just soaking in the at-

mosphere,” said McIlroy. “I think that’s what I’ve tried to sort

of reiterate to the rookies that are on our team. It’s just trying

to make them ready and trying make sure they are comfort-

able with where they are.”

His strategy paid off, as McIlroy was paired with rookie

Thomas Pieters all week. Pieters went 4-1-0 in his first Ryder

Cup appearance.

“At the end of the day, one of the most important things

is to get along really, really well with your partner; to be 

behind him at every single point of the game,” added Garcia.

“If you manage to do that, then usually you’re helping him

relax and play better.”

All in all, preparing for a Ryder Cup is on a whole different

level than any major championship or weekly tour event. The

players have to prepare mentally and physically, but also

make sure the rest of the team is ready to roll too. 

The Ryder Cup doesn’t care how many majors you have

or how much money you’ve won. All that matters is win-

ning in that moment – whether with a teammate or indi-

vidually. The U.S. Team was certainly prepared coming into

the 41st matches. The Ryder Cup Committee (formerly

known as a “Task Force”) engaged the players, Captain

Love, the Vice Captains and the PGA of America in the long

run up to the event. The efforts paid off, as the Cup returned

to American soil for the first time since 2008. En route, the

golfing world was treated to one of the most exciting Ryder

Cups in history. ■

Playing in his sixth Ryder Cup,
Sergio Garcia helped rookie and
fellow Spaniard Rafa Cabrera Bello
feel at ease on the greens of
Hazeltine National. The two
gained 1½ points together, and
Cabrera Bello trounced American
Jimmy Walker in Sunday singles.
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A Philadelphia practice range transforms
open space into a sculpture garden

W
HILE SOME MAY DISAGREE, the game of golf

and art are intrinsically connected. Many golfers, in

fact, consider playing the game to be more art than

science, as they craftily sculpt a round with each stroke of

the golf club. And you’ll be hard pressed to find a golf course

architect who doesn’t consider their designs to be a work

of art.

Kal Katz, the owner of Mad Golfer Golf Club, a GRAA

Top 50 Stand Alone practice facility located outside of

Philadelphia, has taken the relationship between art and

golf to the next level.

For the last decade Katz and his wife, Beryl, have been

members at the Grounds for Sculpture – a 42-acre sculpture

garden in Hamilton Township, New Jersey, that houses

work from hundreds of world-renowned artists. There, he

took a sculpting class that sparked an idea.

“That was my first hands-on experience in the art world.

I got really involved with it from there and absolutely loved

it,” explains Katz. “I had this piece of land at my practice

range that was essentially going unused. So I came up with

the idea of creating our own sculpture garden, we call it the

Art Community Experience.”

After a local landscaper donated the blueprints for the

landscaping design, Katz went to work alongside his staff

ripping the place apart. Using his own money to fund the

project, they rented heavy machinery, dug trenches for

lighting and electricity, bulldozed walkways, brought in

3,000 square feet of sod and three truckloads of stone. They

also planted 40 evergreen trees and more than 240 rose

bushes and shrubs. 

The results have exceeded even Katz’ expectations. “I

thought we’d have six or seven pieces that people could

walk through and enjoy, but we have 27 major pieces of art,”

he says.

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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The artwork ranges in value from

$5,000 all the way up to $100,000. Katz’

favorite piece was done by renowned

sculptor Seward Johnson, who actually

created the Grounds of Sculptures in New

Jersey.

“Seward does life-size bronze figurative

sculptures: a lady holding a bag of

groceries, a man sitting on a bench, a man

sweeping the street. You can literally stand

next to them and not know you’re

standing next a sculpture,” Katz describes.

“We were able to acquire one of his pieces

on loan. It is actually a golfer sitting on a

bench crossing his legs. We created our

own vignette – 8x16 image of St. Andrews

– and placed it behind the sculpture. So

FACILITY PROFILE by Tony L. Starks

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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Above: Kal Katz

seated next the life-

size sculpture done

by renowned artist

Seward Johnson.

The work is on

display at the

practice facility

owned by Katz.

Center: The

displayed artwork

of award-winner

sculptor Gyuri

Hollosy.

he’s literally sitting on the bench in front of St.

Andrews.”

Seward’s work can be found in parks,

museums and private art collections across the

world. How was Katz able to convince him,

along with many other great artists, to lend

their work to his small garden at a stand alone

practice range?

“It’s a win-win situation. They have major

pieces of art that are sitting in their studios, or

in storage, that haven’t been sold yet. This

gives them exposure for

those pieces,” explains

Katz.  “Technically, all of

the art here is for sale –

although we don’t promote

that. It’s fairly expensive;

some of the pieces are

upwards of $100,000. I

doubt that I’ll sell anything,

but that’s never been our

intention and the artists

understand that. 

“I do have an agreement

with the artists that if

something does sell because of exposure on our

grounds, we get a small percentage of the sale.

Which we’d put back into developing The Art

Community Experience further.”

It’s abundantly clear that making money is

not the prime inspiration for Katz or the artists.

The Art Community Experience is set up as a

501(c)3 to have the pieces loaned to them for

display. All the pieces are owned by the artist,

but while they’re on the Mad Golfer premises

Katz needs to insure and secure them.

“There’s no residual value. I’m not going to

sell another bucket of balls or another round

of mini golf. I probably won’t sell anything out

of the golf shop. It’s strictly geared to help

people appreciate art,” Katz describes.

The ultimate goal for Katz is to help expose

children and young people to art. His wife runs

a non-profit called SAGE (Senior Adults for

Greater Education) that works very closely

with local school districts. One trend she and

Kal have noticed is that art programs are the

first things cut when schools face budgetary

concerns.

“Our focus is to get professionals, art

teachers, administrators and

educators to bring kids here,

to perhaps inspire some

creativity and provide a

space for them to be exposed

to art,” says Katz. “At the

bottom of the property we

have a space to hang artwork.

We created that area so that

in the future we can have

local students display their

artwork here, too. So you’d

have a sculpture that sells for

$50,000 sitting next to a 10-

year-old’s piece of art. How inspirational is that

for that young child?”

Mad Golfer Golf Club has an interesting

history. The range has been around for nearly

30 years and has gone through a laundry list of

owners. Katz purchased it 13 years ago when it

was rundown and didn’t look like a place that

could succeed. What a change, as there are now

$100,000 pieces of art that sit on the property.

“It’s pretty amazing to think about,” says

Katz. “It’s quite the transformation story. Now

we’re hoping that our sculpture garden can be

transformative for our community and for

young people.”  ■

FACILITY PROFILE 
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THE NEW

SLEEKER? Yup

FASTER? Yup

MORE ACCURATE? Ask the pros

SUPPORTING PATRIOTS? Roger that

H elp  s u p p o r t  t h e  Mis s io n .  T h e  F o lds  o f  H o n o r  F o u n d a t io n 

receives a donation with the purchase of each Tour V4 Patriot Pack.

PATRIOT PACKS INCLUDE: TOUR V4 W/ PROTECTIVE SKINZ, PREMIUM CARRYING CASE & BATTERY

Bushnell Golf brings you the next evolution of PinSeeker 

with JOLT Technology in the NEW Tour V4. This rangefinder 

packs an unbelievable feature set into a smaller, more 

ergonomically sound form factor.  The Tour V4 has the 

PinSeeker with JOLT Technology you love and delivers the 

unrivaled accuracy you come to expect from Bushnell  

in a smaller and faster package.

FOLDSOFHONOR.ORG

http://FOLDSOFHONOR.ORG
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BACK FROM
THE BRINK

J
oe Caruso came back into the folds as owner

of his namesake golf academy and practice

range at the end of 2015. Six years ago, he sold

it to two businessmen with little experience in the

golf industry on a 15-year lease. Less than halfway

through the agreed timetable, they came back to

Caruso and asked him to take it back. 

When he walked in he couldn’t believe his eyes.

The golf shop was a mess. The range balls were so

worn down that they almost resembled miniature

cue balls. The mats in the hitting bays were beaten

flat. 

As if these obstacles weren’t enough as he tried

to revitalize the facility, Mother Nature hadn’t 

exactly cooperated either. Average temperatures

have been up by more than five degrees in 2016

in San Antonio and they’re more than 15

inches above their annual rainfall average. In

August, heavy rainfall even led to severe flood-

ing in the San Antonio area prompting several

water rescues.

Despite all the hurdles, sales at the Joe Caruso

Golf Academy have more than doubled YTD com-

pared to the previous ownership. Caruso  believes

that there are multiple reasons for that success, but

the two most critical are refocusing on the customer

and the installation of 17 Power Tee units on the

upper end of the practice range.

“We really cleaned up the place when we came

back in, that was the first order of business,” says

Caruso. “A big part of that was adding the 17 Power

Tee stations, they just give the range a very clean

and organized look.”

The automated teeing stations took about two

weeks to install, which included a rain delay. The

impact was almost immediate among multiple 

customer demographics.

Caruso says that the majority of golfers who

DEDICATION TO CUSTOMER SERVICE ALONG WITH A RANGE UPGRADE HELP BOOST BUSINESS AT SAN ANTONIO FACILITY

BY TONY L. STARKS



THE TOOL THAT  

PUTS PROS  
IN DEMAND
Find out what other PGA Pros know about the Golf Slot Machine, 

 the training aid that helps you teach the elusive slot position  

and build your business. 

Uses visual cues to correct sequence & slice

Helps them maintain correct position between lessons 

Build your business, be the pro “in demand”

SIGN UP FOR WHOLESALE PRICING & START EARNING AT  

GOLFSLOTMACHINE.COM/PROS
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come to him to hit balls are 45 or older, and most of those

that come in the daytime during the week are retired. “Se-

niors really love the Power Tees because they don’t have

to bend over to tee up the ball,” he says. “On top of that, a

lot of those guys prefer 3-wood to driver, and the 

adjustable tee settings lets them set the tee to the right

height very easily.”

The increase in activity among senior golfers allowed

Caruso to turn Wednesdays into “Senior Day,” when sea-

soned golfers hit balls for half price. It’s become so popular

that the revenue numbers on Wednesdays equal or surpass

business on regular days. 

Caruso also tries to cater to a group he calls “Cowboy

Golfers.” 

“On the weekends, they come out in jeans and a T-shirt

and just go beat balls. Sometimes the driver head ends up

out on the range somewhere,” he describes. “We get a lot

of those guys and they like the Power Tees – they treat it

like an arcade game.”

Caruso began keeping more old rental equipment

around for this segment of golfers. So if a driver head ends

up going farther than the ball, it’s not a big deal.

The weekend also brings a lot of young fathers and

their children. In many cases, the juniors are more excited

by the Power Tees than they are by the prospect of swing-

ing the club. However, that’s not always the case as over

the summer Caruso was able to attract 190 junior golfers

to his one-week junior camps – averaging close to 20 kids

a week.

Caruso was particularly proud of this turn out consider-

ing Topgolf was recently built nearby and was operating

junior camps at the same time.

“Topgolf did about 360 juniors, I thought we did really

well in comparison. Obviously we don’t have the marketing

power they do,” he says. “The Power Tees helped us here

again, I think. The kids really enjoyed them because of the

adjustable tee heights. Obviously, when they’re hitting a

U.S. Kids driver the tee can’t be that high.”

Marketing is something else that the automated teeing

systems have helped with. Caruso hired a photographer

to take shots of the renovated teeing areas, which have

given a professional look to his website. Furthermore, on

Sports Radio Ticket 760 on iHeart Radio, once a month

Caruso hosts “The Golf Show” where he’s able to gain ex-

posure and put his knowledge on display, while also touting

his facility to potential customers.

Caruso calls Power Tee an “exceptional company to

work with.” Adding: “They’ll do anything they can to help

your business. They care and they’re willing to give. They

are willing to help even the small practice ranges that are

privately owned. You can tell they’re invested.”

One example of just how invested they are is that they’ll

actually hire staff members of facilities that use their prod-

uct to run routine maintenance checks. “Once a month

a dedicated member of my staff cleans under the mats,

oils the motors and vacuums debris from around them. It

takes several hours to do all 17 stations, but Power Tee

pays him to do that.

“They’ve been a big part of why we’ve been able to revive

this place.” ■

http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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TOP 25 TEACHING & TRAINING AIDS

F
or as long as the game has been played, golfers

have wanted to hit the ball farther. But in the 

modern era of golf, power is even more pivotal.

Many of the courses built in the 1990s and early

2000s were designed to defend against the

long-hitters emerging on the PGA Tour.

However, many amateurs paid the price

when they were left with huge carries from

the blue and even white tees. For instruc-

tors, the lengthening of golf courses 

provided an opportunity to place greater 

emphasis on power and distance in their 

lesson packages. 
One training aid that’s helped instructors find more distance

off the tee for their students is the Momentus Power Hitter

Driver. The average modern driver weighs about 250-280 grams

(200g head, 50-80 gram shaft). The Momentus Power Driver weighs

in at 500 grams, twice the weight of a normal driver. The company utilizes

proven shaft-weighting technology with proportionate head-weighting to

allow for a balanced swing while using the aid. One of the big advantages of

using this weighted driver is that it almost forces golfers to swing using the

proper muscles and sequencing, rather than getting the hands and arms

overly involved in the swing. In addition, it helps golfers generate higher

swing speeds when they switch back to their regular driver.

For PGA Professional Noah Horstman and PGA Master Professional

Bill Davis, the Momentus Power Hitter Driver has been a useful tool in

multiple ways.

A Tool for
Tee Shots
Momentus Power Hitter Driver helps 
improve distance, power, speed and more
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October’s Featured Top 25 Teaching & Training Aid: Momentus Power Hitter Driver
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NOAH HORSTMAN,
PGA Director of Instruction,
Beechmont Country Club and
Gilmour Golf Academy,
Beechwood, Ohio
2014 Northern Ohio Section
PGA Teacher of the Year

The Momentus Power Hitter Driver allows my

students to learn the proper way to accelerated

and generate speed in the golf swing by simply

swinging a heavier club. It’s the same concept as

baseball players using weights on their bats while

they’re on deck. The added benefit with the Power

Driver is that you can actually hit balls to see the

influence and results of proper sequencing.

Communication is always a big part of being a

successful teacher. We have to be able to effectively

and efficiently communicate swing concepts to

the students in a way that they understand. The

benefits of any training aid are going to be different

for each student, because each student has their

own unique swing. With that being said, it is easy

to communicate the immediate benefits of the

Power Hitter because the students can see the re-

sults when their drives start going further, and dra-

matically feel the difference in how they swing

their own driver after taking multiple swings with

the Power Hitter.

As I said, as an instructor my job is to commu-

nicate the message in a way that my student un-

derstands. The Power Hitter is another tool that

allows me to give feedback to a student in an easy

to understand way. Anytime a student gets better

and can relate to your message, you create repeat

business. The ROI of the Power Hitter is directly

related to that. Plus, it’s a pretty inexpensive train-

ing aid to begin with.

In addition, it’s been a really nice tool for my

own game. Distance and speed are always impor-

tant, regardless of what level of the game you’re at.

BILL DAVIS,
PGA Master Professional,
Teaching Professional,
Abacoa Golf Club,
Jupiter, Florida

The Momentus Power Hitter Driver helps with

more than developing distance and speed. One

thing that I really like to use it for is increased

hand and wrists strength. Those elements are

very important, especially for older golfers,

when it comes to being able to square the club-

face at impact.

It also forces golfers to improve their balance.

When you’re swinging a heavier club it’s easy to

sway on the back swing or lose your balance on

the follow through and take a big step. By mak-

ing my students focus on not swaying and hold-

ing their finish while swing the Power Hitter,

their balance improves dramatically. 

Other things that it helps with is increasing

a golfer’s range of motion, both on the back-

swing and the follow through, and creating bet-

ter tempo. It’s not just a tool for adding more 

distance off the tee.

The biggest benefit is that it provides imme-

diate feedback to the golfer using it. With the

heavier club, they can easily feel when their bal-

ance or tempo is out of sync.

I really encourage my students to use the

Power Hitter. In fact, the facility I teach at has

two that are available for students to use at any

time – even when they’re training on their own.

From time to time, I use one myself to help with

all the things I just talked about. 

Right:Sean “The Beast” Fister, a

three-time winnerof the Re/MAX
World Long Drive Championship, has long
been an advocate for the Momentus
Power Hitter Driver.
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Training Aids to Watch For: 
Golf Swing Shirt

The Next 10:

• Medicus Dual-Hinge 

• The Impact Ball 

• Randy Myers Golf 

Stretching Pole 

• Orange Whip Putting Wand 

• Mike Bender BenderStik 

• JC Video Arc-30 System 

• MorodZ Alignment Rods 

The Golf Range Association of America

Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids
The 2016 list was selected by the country’s top teachers

• Bee Line Putting String 

• Eyeline Golf Speed Board 

• PutterWheel 

1. Orange Whip Swing Trainer

www.orangewhiptrainer.com
1-877-505-9447
info@orangewhiptrainer.com

2. Gary Wiren Impact Bag

www.golftrainingaids.com
1-800-367-4279
orders@golftrainingaids.com

3. V1 Pro

www.v1sports.com
1-800-777-7721
sales@ifrontiers.com

4. The Putting Arc

www.theputtingarc.com
1-800-898-0701
sales@theputtingarc.com

5. SNAG Golf

www.snaggolf.com
310-291-3142
JL8n@snaggolf.com

6. Swingyde

www.swingyde.com
1-800-346-7788
info@swingyde.com.au

7. Eyeline Golf 360-Degree Mirror

www.eyelinegolf.com
1-800-969-3764
contact@eyelinegolf.com

T8. Orange Whip Orange Peel

www.orangewhiptrainer.com
1-877-505-9447
info@orangewhiptrainer.com

T8. BodiTrak

www.boditrak.com
1-800-644-2044
salesadmin@vista-medical.com

10. TrackMan Pro

www.trackmangolf.com
1-810-225-9855
sales_us@trackmangolf.com

11. Eyeline Golf: Ball of Steel

www.eyelinegolf.com
1-800-969-3764
contact@eyelinegolf.com

12. Gary Wiren Power Fan

www.golftrainingaids.com
1-800-367-4279
orders@golftrainingaids.com

T13. SKLZ Smash Bag

www.sklz.com
1-877-225-7275
customerservice@sklz.com

T13. Tour Striker

www.tourstriker.com
480-664-1002
orders@tourstriker.com

15. V1 Golf Academy

www.v1sports.com
1-800-777-7721
sales@ifrontiers.com

16. Momentus Weighted Iron

www.momentusgolf.com
1-800-524-6068
bettergolf@momentusgolf.com

T17. FlightScope X2

www.flightscope.com
407-967-7121
elyse.rowe@flightscope.com

T17. SAM Putt Lab

www.scienceandmotion.com
+49 (0)6145 933 870 0
info@scienceandmotion.com

T19. Eyeline Golf: Balance Rod

www.eyelinegolf.com
1-800-969-3764
contact@eyelinegolf.com

T19. Eyeline Golf: Putting Impact

www.eyelinegolf.com
1-800-969-3764
contact@eyelinegolf.com

T19. GAME GOLF

www.gamegolf.com
888-245-3433
Dealer@gameyourgame.com

22. Eyeline Golf: Golf Metronome

www.eyelinegolf.com
1-800-969-3764
contact@eyelinegolf.com

23. Momentus: Power 

Hitter Driver

www.momentusgolf.com/
power-hitter-driver
800-524-6068
bettergolf@momentusgolf.com

T24. Ernest Sports ES14

www.ernestsports.com
855-354-4653
info@ernestsports.com

T24. Hudl Technique

www.hudl.com
(402) 817-0060

As the “No. 1 Practice Driver on the PGA Tour,”

golfers at every level use the Momentus Power

Hitter Driver. For amateurs, the company believes

spending 20 minutes on the range hitting balls with

the Power Hitter Driver will add 20 yards to their tee

shots. The Power Hitter Driver is available in five

different models, including versions designed

specifically for women and junior golfers.

Notes from the Manufacturer

The Golf Swing Shirt is designed to fit more snug than a

customary shirt, which helps promote the feeling of

body “connection” as golfers swing the club. This

“connection” is what most great ball strikers feel, and

is the key to great golf. The structure of the shirt and

proprietary compression fabric immediately instills

“connection” and muscle memory, which is why The

Golf Swing Shirt is so effective.
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Image Solution Products

Mobile outdoor advertising made easy! Major National

Advertisers want to pay you to advertise on your golf carts. Golf

industry related brands, Consumer products, Financial Service

providers, Apparel and Accessory Manufacturers, Real Estate,

and Insurance Industries.

Let us not forget the Travel Industry to include Resorts,

Hotels, Airlines, Cruise Lines and Tours. How about Restaurants

and Bars as well as the Auto Industry, they would all like to

advertise on your carts on both a local and national level.

To learn more, visit: www.imagesolutionprod.com
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Range Servant

Range Servant has been offering a full range of golf equipment

and range accessories since 1982 that suits the needs of any

golf driving range.  All Range Servant driving range equipment 

is designed to be simple and strong, made from high grade

galvanized steel, stainless steel and aluminum.  Range Servant

equipment is modular and is designed to grow with your 

driving range.

To learn more visit: www.rangeservant.us

READER SERVICE

1. Bushnell

(800) 221-9035

www.bushnellgolf.com

2. Champ

(800) OK.CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

3. Coastal Netting

(800) 726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

4. DryRainge

(877) 918-3888

www.dryrainge.com

5. Ernest Sports

(855) 354-4653

www.ernestsports.com

6. Fiberbuilt Golf

(800) 661-8132

www.fiberbuilt.com

7. Focus Innovations

(301) 704-0115

www.focusputting.com

8. Foresight Sports

(858) 880-0179

www.foresightsports.com

9. Golf Slot Machine

(888) 796-7139

www.golfslotmachine.com

10. Golf Web Design

(888) 287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

11. Image Solutions Products

(800) 280-2656

www.imagesolutionprod.com

12. Links Technology

(847) 252-7600

www.linkstechnology.com

13. Power Tee

(877) 769-3781

www.powertee.com

14. Prestwick Golf Group

(844) 334-0085

www.prestwickgolfgroup.com

15. Range Servant

(800) 878-8050

www.rangeservant.us

16. RangeCart

(800) 706-1336

www.rangecart.com

17. SKIN Sunscreen

(855) 624-7111

www.skinsunscreen.com

18. Sterling Cut Glass

(859) 283-2333

www.sterlingcutglass.com

19. Tex-Net

(800) 541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

20. Tour Striker

(480) 664-1002

www.tourstriker.com

21. UST/Mamiya

(800) 277-0534

www.ustmamiya.com

22. Wittek Golf Products

(800) 869-1800

www.wittekgolf.comAt the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support
our many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices,
the GRAA Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many
other digital and relationship programs.  Recently, the GRAA has welcomed
the following new partners who have come on board to support the range
side of the business and partner with our members on growing the game
and growing revenue at your respective facilities:

CoverShots

(888) 881-2433

www.covershotsgolf.com

Premier Aerials

(720) 838-4933

www.premieraerials.com

Welcome to the Family!

Featured Partners
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LEARN FROM THE BEST

The PGA Center for Golf Learning and Performance in Port St. Lucie, Florida  

sets the stage for an incredible Golf School experience.

Ranked among the country’s Top 50 practice facilities, the Center features  

PGA of America Golf Schools, with top PGA Professionals presenting  

state-of-the-art instruction for your game.

PGAVILLAGE.com  |  800-800-GOLF (4653)

Golf School Packages with Rounds at PGA Golf Club Start at $835

Reserve Your PGA of America Golf Experience Today!

© 2014 The PGA name, logos and marks are a trademark of the Professional Golfers’ Association of America.

http://PGAVILLAGE.com
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Golf Range Association of
America Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range

Association of America wishes to thank the following GRAA

Preferred Vendors.

PREFERRED VENDORS

800 OK CHAMP

www.champgolf.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-661-8132

www.fiberbuilt.com

Official Mat Supplier

888-287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

720-838-4933

www.premieraerials.com

Official Photography Company

800-541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company

800-869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

800-225-8500

www.titleist.com

Official Equipment Company

800-726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

Exclusive Netting Company

http://www.champgolf.com
http://www.fiberbuilt.com
http://www.golfwebdesign.com
http://www.premieraerials.com
http://www.texnetusa.com
http://www.wittekgolf.com
http://www.titleist.com
http://www.coastalnetting.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG


There is no typical day for a PGA Professional, but it all adds up to thanks. In honor 

of our centennial year, the PGA of America celebrates PGA Professionals everywhere 

– for everything they do. Say thanks to your PGA Pro at PGA.com/ThxPGAPro. 

Davis Love Jr. 

PGA Professional

http://PGA.com/ThxPGAPro
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